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Conventional sampling techniques may not be able to meet the ever-increasing demand for increased band-
width from modern communications and radar signals. Optical time-stretched sampling has been consid-
ered an effective solution for wideband microwave signal processing. Here, we demonstrate a significantly
increased stretching factor in the photonic time-stretched sampling of a fast microwave waveform. The
microwave waveform to be sampled is intensity modulated on a chirped optical pulse generated jointly
by a mode-locked laser and a length of dispersion compensating fiber. The pulse is then injected into
an optical dispersive loop that includes an erbium-doped fiber amplifier and is stretched by a linearly
chirped fiber Bragg grating multiple times in the loop. A record stretching factor of 36 is achieved based
on an equivalent group delay dispersion coefficient of 12;000 ps∕nm. This result could help address the
new challenges imposed on signal processors to operate at a very high sampling rate. ©2014Optical Society of

America
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ever-increasing bandwidth of modern communications
and radar signals has imposed new challenges on signal process-
ors to operate at a very high sampling rate. The use of the con-
ventional sampling techniques may not be able to meet the
demand. To realize broadband sampling, a solution is to
use photonic-assisted sub-Nyquist sampling. Numerous ap-
proaches have been proposed, such as optical downsampling
[1,2], optical undersampling [3], optical pseudorandom sam-
pling [4], compressive sampling [5], and optical time-stretched
sampling [6–14]. Among these techniques, optical time-
stretched sampling has been considered an effective solution
for wideband microwave signal processing.

In an optical time-stretched sampling system, a microwave
waveform is modulated on a predispersed optical pulse, which,

after the modulation, travels through another dispersive
element for time stretching. The second dispersive element
should have a much greater group delay dispersion (GDD) co-
efficient than the first element. A time-stretched microwave
waveform will be generated when the pulse is sent to a photo-
detector (PD) and a slow version of the original waveform is
obtained [15]. This technique was first proposed by Coppinger
et al. in [7], demonstrating a sampling rate that is 1/3.25 of
the Nyquist frequency. Since then, new efforts have been
dedicated to further reducing the sampling rate by increasing
the stretching factor. In [8], dispersion-based time-stretched
sampling with a stretching factor of 5 combined with compres-
sive sensing was demonstrated to achieve a sampling rate as low
as only 1∕40 of the Nyquist frequency. The sampling rate is
then further reduced to 1∕80 of the Nyquist frequency by
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using a time-stretched sampling module with a time stretching
factor of 20 [9]. In [10], time-stretched sampling using a
coherent receiver to improve the detection sensitivity by can-
celling the dispersion-induced impairments and optical nonli-
nearity was demonstrated. A stretching factor of 24 was
achieved by using two dispersive elements with two GDD
coefficients of 45 and 1045 ps∕nm for predispersion and time
stretching, respectively. In [11], time-stretched sampling of a
continuous-time signal was demonstrated based on virtual
time gating, where a stretching factor of 1.5 was achieved.
To overcome the “big data” problem associated with time-
stretched sampling, Asghari and Jalali demonstrated a sampling
solution based on nonlinear time stretching [12]. An equiva-
lent stretching factor of 200 was achieved. The system has been
further enhanced to achieve a real-time bandwidth suppression
factor of 500 [13]. In the system, a programmable optical filter
was used to modulate the microwave waveform to the optical
pulse, which may make the system complicated and costly.
In [14], an unprecedented time-stretching factor of 250 was
realized by using a predispersion element with a GDD coef-
ficient of 41 ps∕nm and a double-pass dispersive element
with a GDD coefficient of −10; 246 ps∕nm. To achieve such
a large dispersion, an extremely long dispersion compensating
fiber (DCF) is used. To compensate for the loss in the long
DCF, four stimulated Raman amplifiers pumped by four
high-power laser diodes were employed. Although the system
could realize an effective sampling rate of 10 T samples/s, the
use of a long DCF and multiple Raman amplifiers makes the
system rather bulky and complicated. For a time-stretching
element with a fixed GDD coefficient, to achieve a large
stretching factor, the predispersion element could be selected
to have a relatively small GDD coefficient. The consequence of
using a predispersion element with small dispersion is that the
input optical pulse cannot be sufficiently prestretched to have a
large time duration, to allow a microwave waveform with a
long duration to be modulated on the prestretched input
pulse. Therefore, the fundamental solution for having a large
stretching factor for a long-duration microwave waveform is to
use a time-stretching element with a large GDD coefficient.

In fiber optics, a dispersive element can be a single-mode
fiber (SMF), a DCF, or a linearly chirped fiber Bragg grating
(LCFBG). Since an SMF has a relatively small dispersion co-
efficient, it is rarely used in a time-stretched sampling system,
especially as the time-stretching dispersive element. A DCF, on
the other hand, can have a dispersion coefficient that is several
times greater than that of an SMF. However, to achieve large
time stretching, a DCF with a length of several tens [10] or
even hundreds [14] of kilometers is required. Thus, the system
is still bulky and lossy. An LCFBG has been proved to be a
highly effective dispersive element with low insertion loss
and small nonlinear effects [16,17]. The GDD of an LCFBG
is proportional to its grating length and inversely proportional
to its bandwidth. For time-stretching applications, the band-
width of an LCFBG is usually controlled to be equal to the
bandwidth of the optical pulse. Hence, to have a large
GDD coefficient, an LCFBG with a long length is needed.
For example, a 10 cm long LCFBG with 1 nm bandwidth
has a GDD coefficient of 1000 ps∕nm. To further increase

the GDD coefficient, the length of the LCFBG should be
further increased. Although an LCFBG with a length greater
than 1 m is commercially available, the size is large and the
fabrication is complicated and costly.

The use of a microwave waveguide with a large GDD co-
efficient has been explored in the past few years for spectrum
analysis [18,19]. Recently, it was demonstrated [20] that by
forming a dispersive loop that incorporates a microwave
dispersive element and a microwave amplifier, an equivalent
microwave dispersive element with a GDD coefficient that
is several times greater than that of the original dispersive
element can be achieved by recirculating the microwave wave-
form in the loop. Compared with a simple cascade of multiple
dispersive elements for achieving an equivalent dispersive
element with a large GDD coefficient, the recirculating disper-
sive loop has advantages such as a smaller device footprint,
lower insertion loss, and a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
[20]. The major limitations of an electrical dispersive loop
are the small bandwidth, usually below 1 GHz, and high loss.
In addition, the maximum time delay is limited, although the
constant time delay provided by a coaxial cable is already much
larger compared to that of a waveguide. To implement a dis-
persive loop with a large GDD coefficient over a large band-
width, a solution is to use photonic components. In addition
to a broad bandwidth, an optical dispersive loop can generate a
much longer time delay, since a long loop is possible due to the
extremely low loss of an optical fiber. A time-stretched sam-
pling system using an optical dispersive loop can significantly
increase the stretching factor over a broad bandwidth.

In this paper, we propose a novel technique for achieving
time-stretched microwave sampling with a significantly in-
creased stretching factor. In the proposed system, a microwave
waveform is modulated on a predispersed optical pulse, which
is sent to a recirculating dispersive loop consisting of an
LCFBG and an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). The
LCFBG is used to achieve repetitive pulse stretching, and
the EDFA is used to compensate for the loss in the loop.
By controlling the gain of the EDFA to compensate for the
loop loss, the optical waveform can recirculate in the loop,
and repetitive use of the LCFBG for accumulated pulse
stretching is realized. The proposed technique is experimen-
tally demonstrated. An LCFBG with a GDD coefficient
of 1500 ps∕nm is fabricated and incorporated in the recircu-
lating dispersive loop. An equivalent GDD coefficient of
12; 000 ps∕nm is achieved, which, to the best of our knowl-
edge, is the largest dispersion ever reported for time-stretched
sampling. The corresponding stretching factor is 36. The use
of the system to sample a microwave waveform is demon-
strated. For a sampling system with a bandwidth of 32 GHz,
the use of the proposed recirculating dispersive loop can extend
the bandwidth by 36 times, or 1.15 THz (or a time resolution
of 347 fs), with a frequency resolution of 4.93 GHz.

2. PRINCIPLE

The schematic of the proposed time-stretched sampling system
is shown in Fig. 1. An optical pulse from a mode-locked laser
(MLL) is sent to a DCF serving as a predispersion element.
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The predispersed optical pulse is then sent to a Mach–Zehnder
modulator (MZM) through an optical bandpass filter (OBPF)
and an EDFA (EDFA1). A microwave waveform is modulated
on the predispersed optical pulse at the MZM. The modulated
signal is then sent to the recirculating dispersion loop, in which
an LCFBG and a second EDFA (EDFA2) are incorporated.
Note that the bandwidth of the OBPF is identical to the band-
width of the LCFBG, so the predispersed optical pulse at the
output of the OBPF has a spectral width that is identical to
that of the LCFBG. The microwave waveform to the
MZM is generated by mixing an electrical gate signal from
an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) with a sinusoidal mi-
crowave signal from a microwave generator (SG). The modu-
lated waveform is launched into the recirculating dispersive
loop through a 2 × 2 3 dB coupler. In the loop, the LCFBG
is used as a dispersive element and EDFA2 is used to compen-
sate for the round-trip loss. An attenuator (ATT) is also in-
cluded in the loop to provide fine control of the loop gain
in order to maintain full compensation of the loss while avoid-
ing optical lasing in the loop. The optical pulse is recirculating
in the dispersive loop. The time-stretched optical pulse at the
output of the loop is sent to a PD. The stretched microwave
waveform is sampled by a real-time oscilloscope.

It is known that an LCFBG has a quadratic phase response
within its passband. Its transfer function can be written as [21]

HLCFBG�ω� � exp

�
−j
βC
2
ω2

�
; (1)

where ω is the optical angular frequency and βC is the GDD
coefficient of the LCFBG (in ps2). Assuming that the optical
spectrum at the input of the dispersive loop is Ei�ω�, the out-
put spectrum after recirculating for N round trips in the loop
can be written as
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where g is the net gain of the loop, which can be changed by
tuning the gain of EDFA2 or the loss of the attenuator. If we
make g close to but slightly less than
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By comparing Eqs. (1) and (3), we can see that the recir-
culating dispersive loop acts as a dispersive element that has
an equivalent GDD coefficient of NβC . It should be noted
that in practice,

ffiffiffi
2

p
g∕2 should always be smaller than unity

to prevent the loop from lasing. As a result, the amplitude of
H loop�ω� should decay with the increase of N . The maximum
number of N is determined by the minimum SNR required to
detect the time-stretched signal. If the 2 × 2 coupler is replaced
by an optical switch, then the number of recirculations can be
controlled by the optical switch. In this case, the equivalent
GDD coefficient of the recirculating dispersive loop can be
tunable by letting the waveform recirculate in the loop for
a certain number of round trips.

The stretching factor of the time-stretched sampling system
is given by

M � 1� NβC∕βD; (4)

where βD is the GDD coefficient of the predispersion element.
Since the second term in Eq. (4) is much greater than 1, it can
be seen that the stretching factor increases proportionally to
the number of the round trips N . Again, if an optical switch
is employed in the system, the stretching factor can then be
adjusted to improve the performance of the sampling system
according to the frequency band of the input waveform. For
example, N should be large for a fast microwave waveform so
that all the details of the microwave waveform can be revealed,
while for a relatively slow microwave waveform, N should be
small to avoid oversampling and data redundancy [12,13].

3. EXPERIMENT

An experiment based on the setup shown in Fig. 1 is per-
formed. In the experiment, an MLL (IMRA femtolite 780)
with a repetition rate of 48 MHz and a central wavelength
of 1558 nm is employed to produce an optical pulse train.
An individual pulse in the pulse train is nearly transform lim-
ited with a 3 dB spectral bandwidth of 8 nm. The predisper-
sion element is a DCF with a dispersion coefficient of
βC � 432 ps2 (or −339 ps∕nm). The LCFBG used in the dis-
persive loop has a dispersion coefficient of βC � 1912 ps2 (or
−1500 ps∕nm) within a reflection passband of 0.6 nm cen-
tered at 1558 nm. The OBPF (Finisar WaveShaper 4000S)
is configured to have a near-rectangular passband with a band-
width identical to that of the LCFBG. It can be calculated that
after the predispersion by the DCF and the filtering by the
OBPF, the MLL pulse is stretched to have a time duration
of Δτ � 203 ps. The optical pulse train at the output of
the OBPF is amplified by EDFA1 and sent to the MZM.
The MZM has a bandwidth of 20 GHz and is biased at
its minimum transmission point. A microwave waveform
generated by mixing an 18 GHz microwave signal from the

MLL MZM PDOBPF

EDFA2

DCF

2X2 
coupler

LCFBG

EDFA1
ATT

Mixer

OSC

1

2

3
DC bias

Synchronization
AWG SG

Fig. 1. Schematic of the time-stretched sampling system. MLL, mode-
locked laser; OBPF, optical bandpass filter; DCF, dispersion compensat-
ing fiber; EDFA, erbium-doped fiber amplifier; MZM, Mach–Zehnder
modulator; ATT, attenuator; LCFBG, linearly chirped fiber Bragg
grating; PD, photodetector; AWG, arbitrary waveform generator; SG,
signal generator; OSC, oscilloscope.
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SG with a rectangular pulse train with a repetition rate of
286 kHz serving as a gate signal from the AWG is applied
to the MZM. The repetition rate of the rectangular pulse train
is smaller than that of the MLL (48 MHz) to reduce the duty
cycle of the modulated optical pulse train, thus allowing
pulse stretching with a large stretching factor without creating
overlap between adjacent pulses. Note that in the experiment,
the AWG and the MLL are synchronized. The modulated
optical waveform at the output of the MZM is sent to the
recirculating dispersive loop via the 2 × 2 coupler. The length
of the recirculating dispersive loop is estimated to be 61 m
(corresponding to a time delay of 305 ns). The time-stretched
optical pulse from the recirculating dispersive loop is sent to
the PD (25 GHz, New Focus). The electrical waveform at
the output of the PD is sampled by a real-time oscilloscope
(Agilent DSO-X 93204A).

The modulation process is depicted in Fig. 2. As can be seen
from Fig. 2(a), the gate signal with a repetition rate of 286 kHz
and a gate duration of 20.8 ns is mixed with the 18 GHz
microwave generated by the SG and sent to the MZM. Since
the MZM is biased at its minimum transmission point, the
predispersed pulse train corresponding to the low voltage level
of the modulation waveform will not be able to pass through
the MZM, and the pre-dispersed pulse train corresponding to
the high voltage level of the modulation waveform is modu-
lated by a microwave waveform with twice the frequency of the
microwave signal generated by the SG (i.e., 36 GHz), as shown
in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, the number of microwave cycles in
each MLL pulse is 7. In addition, there will be only one
MLL pulse that is modulated by the microwave waveform
in every period of the gate. The resulting pulse train with a
reduced repetition rate is illustrated in Fig. 2(c). It should
be noted that for practical applications one can use an
MLL with a lower repetition rate so that the gate signal is
not needed. Then the MZM can be biased at the quadratic
point and the waveform carried by the MLL pulse will be
the same as the modulation signal.

The modulated pulses are then injected into the recirculat-
ing dispersive loop. In every round trip, part of the optical

pulse is coupled out of the loop by the 2 × 2 coupler and
detected by the PD.

Figure 3 shows the measured MLL pulse at the output of
the MZM. The FWHM of the pulse is measured to be around
230 ps. Compared to the theoretical pulse width of
Δτ � 203 ps, the 27 ps difference could be caused by the rel-
atively large sampling interval of 12.5 ps of the oscilloscope.
The microwave waveform modulated on the predispersed
pulse cannot be correctly sampled, since the doubled micro-
wave frequency of 36 GHz exceeds the highest frequency of
the oscilloscope.

The waveform at the output of the dispersive loop is then
measured by the real-time oscilloscope, as shown in Fig. 4. As
can be seen when a modulated optical waveform is launched
into the recirculating dispersive loop, a pulse burst with a
decaying amplitude is generated. The quick decay in amplitude
is due to the loss in the loop. To avoid lasing in the loop, the
gain of EDFA2 is controlled to be smaller than the loss. The
time duration between two adjacent pulses is 308 ns, which
corresponds to the time delay of the recirculating dispersive
loop. The time duration between two large pulses is 3.5 μs,
corresponding to the repetition time of the optical pulse train
at the output of the MZM.

Theoretically, the decaying can be reduced by increasing the
loop gain. However, due to the uneven magnitude response of
the LCFBG and the uneven gain spectrum of EDFA2, the
recirculating dispersive loop may start lasing at a certain
wavelength when the loop gain is increased, while at the other
wavelengths, the loop gain is still smaller than 1. The relatively
high noise floor is mainly caused by the amplified spontaneous

Microwave signal Gate signal

Mixer MLL pulse trainModulation
waveform

Suppressed
pulses

Modulated
pulse

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Modulation process. (a) An 18 GHz microwave signal gener-
ated by the SG (solid blue line) and a gate signal generated by the AWG
(black), (b) the waveform applied to the MZM (blue) and the MLL pulse
train after predispersion and filtering (red), (c) the resulting optical pulse
train carrying the microwave waveform with a reduced repetition rate.
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Fig. 3. Waveform of the modulated MLL pulse measured at the
output of the MZM.
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Fig. 4. Measured optical waveform at the output of the recirculating
dispersive loop.
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emission of EDFA2 and the occasional lasing of the loop,
as the loop gain is very close to 1 at some wavelengths. To
increase the SNR of the system, an LCFBG with a specially
designed amplitude response or an EDFA gain-flattening filter
should be included in the loop to avoid lasing. One may
also use an optical switch to replace the optical coupler so that
the loop loss can be reduced, and a lower gain for EDFA2 is
required.

The detailed waveforms after the pulse is stretched in the
recirculating dispersive loop for one to eight round trips are
shown in Figs. 5(a)–5(h). After one round trip, the pulse du-
ration is stretched to around 1 ns and all seven microwave
cycles with a temporal separation between two adjacent cycles
of around 140 ps can be identified, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The
optical pulse is stretched with a stretching factor of around 5.

Then, the optical pulse keeps on recirculating in the loop,
with the stretched pulses shown in Figs. 5(b)–5(h). Since the
round-trip loss cannot be completely compensated by the gain
of EDFA2, and the amplified spontaneous emission of EDFA2
introduces a significant amount of noise, the SNR drops after
each round trip. By fine control of the loop gain using the
tunable attenuator, we are able to make the pulse circulate
for eight round trips before it is fully imbedded in the noise.
For the pulse after the eighth round trip, the equivalent GDD
is 8 × 1500 ps∕nm � 12; 000 ps∕nm. The measured wave-
form after the eighth round trip shows that the pulse duration
is around 7 ns and the average temporal separation between

each microwave cycle is 1 ns. This indicates that a stretching
factor of 36 is obtained, which is close to the theoretically cal-
culated stretching factor of 36.4 based on Eq. (4). Assuming
that the bandwidth of the system is limited by the oscilloscope
used in our experiment, which is 32 GHz, the bandwidth of
the sampling system can be as large as 36 × 32 � 1.15 THz,
corresponding to a time resolution of 347 fs. The frequency
resolution, on the other hand, is limited by the time duration
of the optical pulse used to carry the microwave waveform,
which is �203 ps�−1 � 4.93 GHz.

Figure 6 shows the electrical spectra of the measured wave-
forms for different numbers of round trips given in Fig. 5. The
spectra show that the SNR decreases as the number of round
trips increases, which agrees with our discussion. It can also be
seen that for a single frequency input, there is only one output
frequency component, which means that the signal distortion
effect usually encountered by a time-stretched system has
a weaker effect compared to the SNR deterioration and is
negligible.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A novel time-stretched sampling system with a large stretching
factor has been demonstrated by the repetitive use of an
LCFBG in a recirculating dispersive loop. An equivalent
GDD as large as 12; 000 ps∕nm with a large stretching factor
of 36 was achieved. This is the second largest dispersion-based
stretching factor for a time-stretched sampling system ever re-
ported. Although the stretching factor of 250 reported in [14]
is much greater than the stretching factor of 36 in this work,
we have demonstrated a dispersive element with a greater
dispersion than that in [13]. If we used a predispersion element
that has a similar dispersion coefficient as the one in [14], we
would be able to achieve a much greater stretching factor than
250. Note that for pulse stretching with a very large stretching
factor, the input pulse applied to the MZM should be very
short; thus the system can only sample a microwave waveform
with a narrow width.

It should also be noted that the stretching factor can be
further increased by using a low-noise optical amplifier. In ad-
dition, by flattening the magnitude response of the LCFBG
and the gain of EDFA2, the net gain in the loop can be con-
trolled to be very close to 1, but with no lasing; thus an input

Fig. 5. Output waveforms after different numbers of round trips.
(a) One round trip, (b) two round trips, (c) three round trips, (d) four
round trips, (e) five round trips, (f) six round trips, (g) seven round trips,
and (h) eight round trips. Note that the time scale is 1 ns∕division in
(a)–(c) and 5 ns∕division in (d)–(h).
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Fig. 6. Electrical spectra of the measured time-stretched waveforms for
different numbers of round trips. (a)–(h) correspond to the waveforms
given in Figs. 5(a)–5(h).
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pulse can recirculate in the loop more times, which would lead
to a much greater stretching factor. In [22], a microwave pho-
tonic filter with an ultra-even magnitude response was used
to achieve pulse recirculation in an active cavity for 270 round
trips. If this can be realized for a wideband LCFBG, the
equivalent GDD can be as large as 4.05 × 105 ps∕nm, which
corresponds to a stretching factor of 1195.
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